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ON DIRICHLET SERIES
ASSOCIATED WITH POLYNOMIALS

E. CARLETTI AND G. MONTI BRAGADIN

(Communicated by William Adams)

Abstract. Let P(X) be a polynomial of degree A^ with complex coefficients

and dx, d2 two complex numbers with real part greater then -1 . Consider

the Dirichlet series associated with the triple {P{X), dx, d2)

Li:) - y» p(")
t^(n + dxy(n + d2y

In this paper we get an explicit formula for L(s) in terms of special functions

which gives meromorphic continuation of L(s) with at most simple poles at

s = {N + 1 — k)/2, k = 0, X, ... . Finally we apply our explicit formula to

Minakshisundaram's zeta function of the three-dimensional sphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mellin first studied the analytic continuation of Dirichlet series associated
with one polynomial of several variables in [6] (see also [3]). We are concerned

with Dirichlet series of the form yj^l0P(«)ô(")_i, where P(n) and Q(n) are
two polynomials of one variable. The aim of this paper is to obtain meromor-

phic continuation of Dirichlet series of the form

(i) £(*) = £
P(n)

(n + dx)»(n + d2)s

where dx, d2 are two complex numbers with %t(d¡) > -1, / = 1, 2, and P(n)

is a polynomial of degree N. The above series converges absolutely in the half

plane SR(s) > (N + l)/2, where it represents an analytic function. In [8] Eie

obtains an analytic continuation for Dirichlet series of the type:

OO .

^[(n + dx)(n + d2)---(n + dk)Y

by giving an integral expression (see [8, p. 586]). In our paper after obtaining a

similar integral expression we succeed in getting an explicit formula by means

of special functions. This gives the analytic continuation.
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Remarkable examples of our Dirichlet series are Minakshisundaram's zeta

functions Yln°=\ Ks » where the Xn 's are the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator
on the canonical spaceforms (real spheres, real and complex projective spaces),

(see [2, pp. 146-178]) so that we obtain a proof of their analytic continuation

involving only tools of complex analysis (for different methods see [7, 4]).

We get the following result.

Theorem. Let L(s) be defined by (1), where dx, d2 are two complex numbers

with ^t(di) > -1, i- 1,2, and P(n) is a polynomial of degree N. Then L(s)
has a meromorphic continuation on the complex plane with at most simple poles

at s = (N+l-k)/2, k = 0, 1,2,....

We deduce our result from formula (5) which is in turn obtained by a direct

computation. The key point in our proof is the lemma below that generalizes

a well-known formula (see [5, no. 3411-7]). Finally in §3 we apply (5) to

Minakshisundaram's zeta function of the sphere S3.

2. Proof of the theorem

Lemma. Let m be a nonnegative integer, a and ß be complex numbers such

that SR(a) > m, dt(ß) < m + 1, and

l-oo       eßt(a

I(*,ß,m) = jo    ,e,_1)m+ldt.

Then
m

I(a, ß , m) = Y(a+ l)YiPm-j(ßK(a+ 1 - j,  m - ß + 1)

where P%_j(ß) are polynomials in ß of degree m-j defined by

1    m

pS(ß) = i,     p%(ß) = -^J[(ß-k),
■ k=X

Pm-j{ß) = J]^ß]P^ß), 0<j<m,

and Ç(s, a) is the Hurwitz zeta function.

Proof. I(a, ß, m) is clearly absolute convergent, and integrating by parts we

have for m > 1 that

I(a,ß,m) = ±[al(a - I, ß - 1, m - 1) + (ß - l)I(a, ß-l,m- 1)].

Since

I(a,ß,0) = Y(a+l)C(a+l,l-ß)

(see [5, no. 3411-7]), the result follows by induction.   D

We observe that
m+X

m\P%(ß) = Y,sm+x,kßk-x

k=\

where sm+x k are the Stirling numbers of the first kind (see [1, Chapter III,

pp. 88-93]).'
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Now we prove the theorem. Let us consider the series

nm

Lm{s)^x(n + dxy(n + d2y

It converges absolutely (and uniformly on compact subsets) in SR(j) > (l+m)/2.

If P(n) = \ZNm=0amnm , we nave

N

(2) L(s) = ^2 amLm(s).
m=0

Starting from well-known formulas

/•OO

/     ys-\e-(n+d,)yi dy. = r(s)(„ + d.ys f | = 1, 2,
Jo

by multiplying these integrals, and summing on n we get

i>0O     />oo   °°

Lm(s)Y(s)2=  /     /    Tnme-n^+y^(yxy2)s-xe-d^-d^dyxdy2
Jo   Jo   „=1

=  /     / ,-^—r(yiyiY'ie-d,y,-d2y2dyxdy2.
Jo   Jo   (i -e-^+y¿)m+xmn' «yxuy2-

In fact (see [1, Chapter V]), we have Y^=x n™2" = pm(z)l(l - z)m+x where

P0(z) = z and, if m / 0, Pm(z) = £*=1 <zp with

*-p-irl(mpl¡y

Now we use the substitution

Í y\ = ht2,

I 3^2 = ii(l -

tx G (0, +00),

h),      t2e(0,l)

so that, setting S = d2- dx and A = (d2 + dx)/2, by [5, no. 3383-2], we get

Lm(s)Y(s)2 = j~ jí1 {lP^i~lti)i+ltf-lts2-l(l - tiY-W*-"' dtx dt2

f°°     Pm(e~h)        d2t¡t2s-X f e¿tit2ts-i(i_t-y-xdt dtJ0    (l-e-'.)«+i*      tx     JQ *2   {l    t2>     ahatx

- .fZ [°°      Pm(e~h)     f2s-\A/2-SsX/2-sr-d-,tl+t,ô/2

x r(i)/,_1/2 (^) rfr,,

where /s_1/2(z) is the Bessel function of the first kind. Hence by [5, no. 8445]
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and the lemma, for m > 1 we have that

(3)

Lm(s)Y(s) = V**1'2"'jf° (1^)2+i',-|/2g-^n-i/2 (y) dt

= x/H4x'2-s H    fm(g"^   t2s-x -d2t+st/2 y- (i\   _&_dt
V™       J0    (l-e-')m+xt fc\4)   l\Y(s + l+l/2)at

= Vñ4l'2-S V (-}     _l-_   H     Pm(e~tS)    t2s+2l-X   t(m+l-A) dt
V7r4    ¿-Uy nn*+/+i/2)y0 (e'-i)^xt

.22. /A\21 1 ^L roo <,/(/»+l-A-p)
= ^41/2-iV[-l    _?_Vam       —_-t2s+2'-xdt

V?r4       2^4/   l\Y(s + l+l/2)^a> Jo    (e'-ir+S

j=0p=X 1=0   v    ' v '   '

x Ç(2s + 2/ - j, p + A)

;=op=i/=o vz/ '•

xC(2j + 2/-7, /> + A).

If m = 0, we have

«.«., - ̂ 4./-1 (Í)2' ;,r(3 + ';+|/2) f ^<—' *
(4)

Hence from (2)-(4) and well-known formulas for the T-function we get

™-± (I)2' <-')'(-;)
/=o x   ' x    /

a0Ç(2s + 21,  1 + A)

n     m    m

+ EEEfl™ff>+1-í'-A)^+2/-^ p+A)
m=l j'=0p=l

The above formula and the meromorphic continuation of Hurwitz zeta function
give the meromorphic continuation over C of L(s) with simple poles at most

at s = (N + 1 - k)/2, where k runs through nonnegative integers, since

m    oo    /s\2l /_e\

EE(i)   (-l)/(7)C(2, + 2/-y,p + A)
y=0 /=o v   7 v     '
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is an absolutely (uniformly on compact subsets) convergent series on the set

C\{(N+l-k)/2, keZ+}.

3. An APPLICATION

Let us denote Minakshisundaram's zeta function of S3 by Z-¡(s) so that,
according to [2],

7 i \- ^n2 + 2n + l

3[S) " ¿~! [n(n + 2)]s "
n=X

The values of parameters for Z$(s) in (5) are

N = 2,  1 < m < 2, a0 = 1, ax - 2, a2 — 1, a\ = a\ = ax = 1,

dx=0, ¿2 = 2,  \ô = l, A= 1,

Px(ß) = ß-1, P0x(ß) = l, Pi(ß) = \(ß-l)(ß-2),

P?(ß) = ß-l, P%(ß) = \.
By reducing all Hurwitz zeta functions to Ç(-, 2) a straightforward computa-
tion gives

Z3(s) = £(-l)/r/k(25-r2/-2,2).

From above it follows that the poles of Z3(s) are exactly the points s — \ -

n, n = 0,1, ... , and they are all simple. Moreover,

Res(zjWJ-„)=,-.)"<2"-3)!!
2      )     v    '      2"n\    '

One should compare this way to obtain the residues of Z^(s) with that given

in the general case (see [4, p. 79]). Finally we note that Z3(-n) = 0, n =
0, 1,....
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